myRad D-EVO

THE COMPLETE DIGITAL RADIOGRAPHY SOLUTION ONLY FROM UNIVERSAL IMAGING

More than a Flat Panel, only myRad D-EVO offers a complete Digital Flat Panel Radiography solution that integrates premium hardware, efficiency optimized software, and comprehensive Cloud integration, allowing image acquisition and viewing to be fast, seamless and productive.

Generous imaging area, high quality image capture with quick processing times and optimized workflow, make myRad D-EVO the ideal solution for a faster, more streamlined approach to direct veterinary digital radiography.

ANY GENERATOR, ANYTIME
With FujiFilm's SmartSwitch (AED) technology, image acquisition is initiated automatically upon the panel sensing x-ray photons. This technology enhances generator compatibility by removing the need for synchronization between the x-ray generator and the panel.

DYNAMIC VISUALIZATION™
FujiFilm's Dynamic Visualization automatically recognizes the region of interest and applies optimum image processing parameters throughout the entire exposure field, producing images with higher detail and contrast levels for improved window leveling, and exceptional diagnostic image quality.

SIMPLE USER INTERFACE
myRad D-EVO is equipped with FujiFilm’s exclusive FDX Console acquisition software designed to simplify and speed up workflow. It has an extra-large image display area, an easy-to-read customizable interface, and an intuitive arrangement of operational buttons to make exams quick for patients.

HIGH QUALITY IMAGES
FujiFilm's sophisticated imaging technologies and advanced processing bring the image quality of myRad D-EVO to the next level.

Every bit of FujiFilm's renowned clinical and engineering experience went into optimizing the image quality of myRad D-EVO. The Flat Panel detector features a wide 16-bit dynamic range and image preview in as few as 2 seconds.

ISS TECHNOLOGY
DIGITAL RADIOGRAPHY'S MOST IMPORTANT TECHNOLOGICAL ACHIEVEMENT
FujiFilm's patented Irradiated Side Sampling technology focuses its capture electronics at the top of the detector, opposite conventional designs. This revolutionary method outperforms traditional designs, improving signal strength and dose efficiency, resulting in images rich in diagnostic content.
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Exceptional radiographs are essential for an accurate diagnosis. To achieve the best images in the veterinary industry, only myRad D-EVO utilizes FujiFilm Digital Flat Panels combined with our exclusive software configuration that was developed with the help of leading veterinarians.

**Capture Station**

**Touch Panel Workstation**

myRad D-EVO can be configured with a desktop or wall-mounted capture station that is tailored to your practice. Consult a Universal Product Specialist for assistance with choosing your capture station.

The myRad D-EVO capture station can be integrated with your existing DICOM® compliant PACS/Cloud system.

Need a PACS/Cloud solution? Consult a Universal Product Specialist to discuss our industry leading solutions.

**myRad D-EVO Panels**

FUJIFILM P35S/P35I

14” X 17” WIRED/WIRELESS DETECTOR

ISS Technology
Dynamic Visualization
SmartSwitch Technology

FUJIFILM P43s

17” X 17” WIRED DETECTOR

ISS Technology
Dynamic Visualization
SmartSwitch Technology

The myRad D-EVO includes cassette sized detectors that can be installed in most existing x-ray systems/tables. For new x-ray systems, Universal Imaging has a large selection of x-ray generators and tables. Please consult a Universal Product Specialist for generator, table and installation options.